INTRODUCTION
Most of these methods have only been used to calculate the chemical shifts of simple compounds with s and p orbitals. Since the 1950's, organometallic and coordination chemistry has undergone E tremendous growth in depth and breadth. It is evident, therefore, that approximate methods including d and f orbitals must be developed for inorganic and organometallic molecules. Some recent results in this field will be described.
THE X,-SCATTERED WAVE METHOD
The Slatei's self-consistent statistical exchange multiple scattering wave method is extensively used in dealing with the electronic structures of molecules. With application of perturbation theory to a system with an electron and fixed nuclei within the x, -framework, the following equations are obtained:
where @i represents the eigenfunctions of the ground state, r m is the position vector of ihe electron relative to the magnetic nucleus whose chemical shift is being calculated, L m is the angular momentum, a is a constant. The summation is over all occupied orbitals i and virtual orbital k. Secondly, the n: * orbital stabilized by metal bonding is lowered and its population reduces the CO bond order to between 2 and 3. This effect has been attributed to the fact that carbonyl chemical shift is observed to be linearly dependent on carbonyl stretching frequencies (ref.13). Both synergic effects make the o P in the complex rather lower than that of free ligands resulting in downfield shift as observed.
The Fenske-Hall MO model is also extended to calculate the NMR chemical shifts for these complexes. It can predict the C-13 exprerimantal trend with less computer time (ref.14). 
THE INDO CALCULATION BASED O N THE SOS METHOD

P
The contribution from local paramagnetic term that arises from mixing of ground and excited states in the external field is given as:
where Ci, is the LCAO coefficent of molecular orbital, and Lx , Ly , L, are the components of the angular momentum operators. The paramagnetic contribution of neighboring atoms is estimated by using a classical dipolar field. We have obtained all integrals for these operators by using STO bases. With the known matrix elements, calculation of chemical shifts for different atoms in a molecule could be carried out readily by equations (5-6). It differs from the general INDO method in that it includes d and f orbitals and considers the contribution from neighbouring atoms but disregards the approximation of average energy. of the complex molecule is considerably larger. The overall agreement between the calculated and observed values of chemical shifts is demonstrated in Table 1 which also shows a good linear relationship.
INDO CALCULATION BASED ON FPT METHOD
The INDO/GIAO semiempirical scheme extended by us seems to be attractive. The serious problem that comes from the dependence of theoretical results upon the origin of coordination could be solved by using gauge invariant atomic orbitals X . where x is a vector potential at nucleus, A = B X a , with 2 as the position vector of the atom upon which unperturbed atomic orbital is centercd.The Fock matrix F is represented as
the H and G matrices being generated to include calculations of transition metal complexes. Table 2 . C-13 Chemical S h i f t s of (C5H4CH0)2Fe (ppm) We have also calculated the C-13 chemical shift for diamagnetic complex (But ).THF. containing the f orbital (Fig.2~ef.21 ).
Generally, an excellent linear relationship between the calculated diamagnetic term Od and the corresponding atomic net charge p on discussed atoms is obtained, which is explained by the fact that the diamagnetic part is due mainly to the core electrons. Usually, the contribution of the transition bctween the orbitals in complexes is more complicated than that in simple organic compounds. That is why some author stated that it is not a convincing explanation for the C-13 shielding constant in the transition metal complexes (ref. 22 ).
